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Michael Lewis (1993) Hove, England: Publishing on teaching the language Pp. ix No 200. ISBN 0-906717-0-99-X Michael Lewis makes a strong and compelling case in this book for the primacy of meaning in teaching language. This approach should and will be welcomed by many teachers who emphasize lexiconsemantic knowledge in their teaching and whose aim is to successfully communicate through grammatical drilling and the ambiguous notion of correctness. These and other teachers and scholars will find in this book a lot of knowledge and common sense in language learning and how language works, with carefully
drawn differences, clear terminology, and valuable theoretical and practical ideas all to create a hard argument to move from the current practice-produced paradigm of the observe-hypothesis-experiment paradigm, lexicon and generative power of words at its core. The approach itself is formulated in the space of thirteen
chapters. The first five cover a detailed account of the basic terms and dichotomies and continuums (or spectrums as Lewis calls them) used in the discourse on language and language learning; A broader context of philosophical and psychological problems in language teaching; and some pressing questions about the
nature of meaning and vocabulary. These five introductory chapters will offer most readers a rich knowledge of language learning and teaching, make them understand the approach put forward by the author, and probably challenge them to learn more of the theoretical underpinnings of the specific teaching methods
used in the classroom. The remaining eight chapters are developing a new approach, which concludes with nine methodological principles and ten methodological implications. Lewis's approach encourages teachers to use (actually, a communicative approach) is not just one that encourages students to develop their
dictionaries and teachers to spend more time building vocabulary; nor is it one that includes word lists with or without contextual support. When Lewis talks about lexis, he refers to the units more, than one word, such as waterbirds (e.g., by the way, catch up, etc.), fixed and free collocatives (fixed like water-like, while free
words that are most likely co-occurring in in infinitely creative ways), institutionalized expressions (i.e. whole utterances, whose pragmatic imports are entirely dependent on the peculiarities of speech in which they occur) , or frozen, unanalyzed pieces. The idea of a continuum of idiocy is introduced in this regard, from
the opaque blow of the bucket to the more literally transparent and pragmatically complex funny you have to say that, with collocations or co-1-co-occurring language, playing a particularly important role in Training. The book's emphasis on teaching collocating words, on a linguistic rather than situational environment,
with a dictionary as a teaching (rather than just a link) resource, and the definition of lexical pieces as a core activity class, is new and deserves our entire attention. This is in line with studies on the first and second language of children, which indicates the use of whole unanalyzed (and sometimes unanalyzed) pieces of
language in appropriate contexts prior to the advent of the grammatical system. It also reflects the dependence of native speakers on many thousands of ready-made pieces of language, in addition to discrete elements of vocabulary. Finally, and most convincingly, it is a way of solving the huge task faced by the second
language learner: the study of almost 40,000 words and almost equal number of prefabricated pieces of varying lengths. Such a lifelong task can hardly be accomplished randomly, a random study of vocabulary, although this will obviously happen too along the way. Michael Lewis suggests using vocabulary and fixed in
principle (p. 118). To this end, it provides activities that have lexis in focus: exercises that define collocations in specific texts, ways to record lexical information (e.g. collocation boxes or pattern displays), cloze routines, even lexical phrase exercises, and more lexical exercises (some require advanced understanding of
instructions). For those who believe that grammar is not given enough attention, Lewis presents a chapter outlining the role of grammar in the new approach. Briefly stated that there is a continuum between words and grammar, with the first defining the second, not the other way around. Grammar rules in the classroom
should be, as in modern linguistics, partial, temporary, personal (p. 150), and the attitude of teachers should be more acceptance of errors. Some readers may find five introductory chapters too long an introduction to the subject at hand. Other flaws that this reviewer found were the authors' apparent dislike of what he
calls the cumulative bibliography that led him to cite very little from current literature; the lack of North American references in what he quotes; and a typo named Dell Hymes. On the copyright page of this book we are told that the author is the co-founder of language instructional publications, and that the book is part of a
series of teacher training, and then there can be no doubt that the intended audience of the Lexic approach are teachers of a foreign language in general and more specifically, given the examples throughout the book, ESL and EFL teachers and interns. In this context, the reviewer found quite disconcerting what sounds
like signs of distrust, and sometimes even disregard, for language relationships, knowledge and classroom practices. While theoretical exaggerations are often understood as part of the strategy of selling the argument, a more attentive view of the intended audience would go a long way. Far more teachers and language
students than Michael Lewis realizes already know that the key to successful oral or written communication (i.e. audience-like and satisfying producer) is, indeed, a large repertoire of words and lexical formulas used appropriately in appropriate contexts. As someone who has used a lexical approach almost obsessively
for years, with many exercises offered by Michael Lewis, but with the same obsessive emphasis on reading, the reviewer (and it is not only) covers from the bottom of her heart a tightly worded and appealing argument for the primacy of meaning in learning the language. The practical side of the book, however, is less
convincing. It is true that having a theoretical basis for what one does in a classroom is important, but it is at least equally important to turn that knowledge into activities that are simple, attractive to students, and successful, and that short-term income vocabulary become a solid acquisition. Some types of vocabulary
exercises may be enjoyed by some students, but many of them are not. More importantly, the task seems to many simply restless, for the path from the first meeting with a word or piece through passive knowledge to active use is long. The study of vocabulary is slow and gradual. Time spent in the classroom is not
enough to perform a lexical task. Most of the time teachers don't get to see impressive results for months. It was to be hoped that students who had been subjected to a lexical approach would leave a language training programme with a range of techniques for learning and organizing vocabulary, and that the more
lexical repertoire it would be easier to increase it further beyond the formal learning environment. In this sense, Michael Lewis's book is a way forward for teaching English. Anka M. Nemoyanu Catholic University of America (Catholic University of America) nemoianu@cua.edu'gt; © copyright rests with the authors. Please
bring TESL-EJ appropriately. Editor's note: Dashed numbers in brackets indicate the end of each page in the paginated ASCII version of this article, which is the final edition. Please use these page numbers to refer to this work. This article contains a list of links related to reading or external links, but its sources remain
unclear because it has no in-line links. Please help improve this article by entering more accurate quotes. (November 2015) (Learn how and when to remove it Lexical Approach is the method of teaching foreign languages, described by Michael Lewis in the nemoianu@cua.edu/nemoianu@cua.edu'gt; The basic concept
on which this approach is based is that an important part of language learning is to be able to understand and produce lexical phrases as pieces. Students are taught to be able to perceive language patterns (grammar) and also have a meaningful set of word use at their disposal when they are taught in this way. In 2000,
Norbert Schmitt, an American linguist and professor of applied linguistics at the University of Nottingham in the United Kingdom, contributed to a theory of learning that supported the lexical approach, he stated that the shops of mind and the processes of these lexical pieces as an individual whole. The brain's short-term
ability is much more limited than long-term, and is therefore much more effective for our brain to pull up a lexical piece, as if it were one piece of information, as opposed to pulling up each word as separate pieces of information. In a lexical approach, the instruction focuses on the fixed expressions that are often found in
dialogues, which Lewis argues make up a larger part of the discourse than unique phrases and sentences. Vocabulary is valued for grammar as such in this approach. Teaching chunks and a set of phrases has become common in English as a foreign or second language, although this is not necessarily primarily due to
a lexical approach. This is because somewhere between 55-80% of speech speakers are derived from prefabricated phrases. Fluency can be considered unattainable if you do not recognize the prefabricated pieces or expressions. Common lexical pieces include: Have you ever... has been /seen/heard/tried Most

language learners are used to learning basic conversation starts that are lexical pieces, including: Good morning, how are you? Where's the toilet? Thank you, how much does it cost? Language learners also use lexical pieces as templates or formulas to create new phrases: What are you doing? What are you saying?
What are you cooking? What are you looking for? The Sillabus Lexic Program is a form of promino-paradigm that takes the floor as a unit of analysis and content to develop a curriculum. Various studies of vocabulary selection can be traced back to the 1920s and 1930s (West 1926; Ogden 1930; Faucet et al. 1936), as
well as recent advances in computer analysis of large databases of authentic text have helped resuscitate this work. The modern lexical program is discussed in Sinclair and Renouf (1988), which is that the main advantage of the lexical program is that it emphasizes usefulness - the student learns what is most valuable
because it is most often. Similar work on colloquialization is reported by Sinclair (1987) and Kennedy (1989), and Collins COBUILD English Course (Willis and Willis 1988) is cited as pedagogical exercise of work, although in fact, however, however, tutorials use one of the more complex hybrid programs in current ESL
texts (Long s Crookes 1993:23). Sinclair and Renouf (1988:155) believe that (as in other synthetic training programs), the claims, made for a lexical program, unsupported by evidence, and the assertion that the lexical program is an independent curriculum, not bound by any principles with any methodology (Sinclair et al.
1988:155), is criticized by Brumfit regarding the conditional functional program, i.e. it (in this case intentionally) does not take into account how the second language is learned. However, after these comments were made, Willis (1990) and Lewis (1993) were able to provide some theoretical justification. Links : Why has
the lexical approach been so long coming in?. Keeper. 2013-03-26. Received 2020-06-09. Schmitt, Norbert (2000-10-01). Lexical pieces. ELT Journal. 54 (4): 400–401. doi:10.1093/elt/54.4.400. ISSN 0951-0893. Lexical Approach 2 - What does the lexical approach look like? Teaching English By the British Council.
Selivan, Leo (2013-03-26). Why has the lexical approach been so long coming in?. Keeper. ISSN 0261-3077. Received 2020-06-08. Burs, Frank (2006) Formulaa sequences and perceived oral knowledge: put a lexical approach to the test, Learning the language, Volume 10, No. 3, 245-261
doi:10.1191/136216806lr195oa. Crane, L.A., West, M., Palmer, H. and Thorndyk, E.L. (1936). An interim report on the choice of vocabulary for teaching English as a foreign language. London: P.S. King. Lewis, Michael, Ed. Introduction of lexical approach, language learning publication, Hove, England. Lewis, Michael
(1993) Lexical Approach. Ogden, K.K. (1930). Basic English: Introduction with rules and grammar. London: Kegan Paul, Trench and Truncher. Sinclair, B. (1996). Design materials to encourage student autonomy: how explicit is it? In R. Pemberton, S.L. Edward, W.W.F. Or, and J.D. Pearson (ed.). Taking control:
autonomy in language learning. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press. 149-165. West, M. (1926). Bilingualism (with a special reference to Bengal). Kolkata: Bureau of Education, India. Willis, J. and Willis, D. (Eds.) (1996). Challenge and change in language teaching. Oxford: Heinemann Willis, D. (1990). Lexic
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